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What do we expect?

Employment Life Cycle
Your Employer Brand

Who do you need?



Your “Brand” 
»The “About Us” section of every website 
»Mission, Vision, Values, Culture, Purpose 

Loma Linda University Heath 
~ Mission: To continue the teaching and healing ministry of Jesus 

Christ
~ Vision: Transforming lives through education, healthcare and 

research
~ Values: Compassion, Wholeness, Integrity, Teamwork, Humility, 

Justice, Excellence 



Recruitment
Who Do You Need? 
»Staffing Plan 
»Job Descriptions
»Benefits & Compensation 
» Interview Protocol 



Job Descriptions
1. Job title—name of the position.
2. Salary grade/level/family/range—compensation levels, groups or pay 

ranges into which jobs of the same or similar worth are placed, including 
minimum and maximum pay bands.

3. Reports to—title of the position this job reports to.
4. Date—date when the job description was written or last reviewed.
5. Summary/objective—summary and overall objectives of the job.
6. Essential functions—essential functions, including how an individual is to 

perform them and the frequency with which the tasks are performed; the tasks 
must be part of the job function and truly necessary or required to perform the 
job.

7. Competency—knowledge, skills and abilities.



Job Descriptions
8. Supervisory responsibilities—direct reports, if any, and the level of 

supervision.
9. Position type and expected hours of work—full time or part time, typical 

work hours and shifts, days of week, and whether overtime is expected.
10. Travel—percentage of travel time expected for the position, where the travel 

occurs, such as locally or in specific countries or states, and whether the travel 
is overnight.

11. Required education and experience—education and experience based on 
requirements that are job-related and consistent with business necessity.

12. Additional eligibility qualifications—additional requirements such as 
certifications, industry-specific experience and the experience working with 
certain equipment.



Recruitment Preparation 
»Benefits & Compensation 



Interview Protocol
BEHAVIORAL Interview
» Behavioral interviews focus on actions that candidates have taken in previous jobs. 

The interviewer assesses how people approached and resolved various work 
problems.

~ Advantage: Evaluates how personal attributes and job skills were applied to key 
tasks. The principle behind these assessments is that past performance can 
predict future behavior.

~ Disadvantages: Can require persistent follow-up questions to determine just 
how the person was able to achieve a goal. It might be impossible to determine 
how much of a project’s success can be credited to the job seeker as opposed to 
his or her team.



Interview Protocol
SITUATIONAL Interview
» Situational questions get at how candidates might react to a scenario or problem 

they could face in the new job. They might be asked to respond to a hypothetical 
event or an actual business issue.

~ Advantages: Explores the person’s ability to work through and solve problems 
and to think quickly on his or her feet. Situational questions test attributes and 
skills that would apply to the position that the organization is trying to fill.

~ Disadvantage: May not shine much light on the individual’s work history or 
problems the person had in previous jobs.



Interview Protocol
GROUP Interview
» In group or panel interviews, several people from the hiring organization meet 

simultaneously with each job candidate. Panel members take turns asking 
questions, though some in the group might be present only to observe.

~ Advantages: Allows multiple people with different positions and perspectives to 
ask a variety of job-related questions. The more people involved in the panel, the 
more opportunities to identify strengths or weaknesses in each applicant. These 
sessions can include behavioral and situational questions and can reveal a 
person’s social skills.

~ Disadvantages: Results can be skewed if panelists fail to ask the same 
questions of each interviewee. In addition, untrained or undisciplined participants 
might be influenced by the person they like best as opposed to who is the most 
qualified.



Interview Protocol
CASE STUDY Interview
» Each applicant is given a hypothetical or existing business situation or problem to 

analyze. The person must draw on his or her knowledge and creative abilities to 
come up with a solution and explain how he or she arrived at it. These exercises can 
be completed between interviews or during them. Some employers require 
candidates to make a presentation to hiring managers based on their work.

~ Advantages: Provides an in-depth look at how the interviewee thinks and works 
through problems. The amount of effort an individual puts into the case study 
can indicate how much he or she wants the job.

~ Disadvantages: Requires a lot of work to analyze these studies. They are 
particularly burdensome when there are many worthy applicants.



Onboarding & Orientation
What Do We Expect of Our Employees? 
»Employee Handbook, Policies, Performance Expectations, Mission, 

Vision, Values, Culture 



Onboarding & Orientation
10 Questions Your Employees Should Be Able to Answer

1.What products and services does my company offer and what problem does it solve 
for the customer? How is the customer’s life positively influenced by what my company 
offers?
2.How can the vision of my company be summarized in a few words?
3.What is the stated mission of my organization? What's the plan for implementing this 
vision?
4.Who are my company's main competitors and how is my company different from 
them?
5.How does my job specifically contribute to the success of the whole company?



Onboarding & Orientation
10 Questions Your Employees Should Be Able to Answer

6.How does my job specifically contribute to the success of the whole company?
7.Who is the boss of my boss and what exactly are the tasks and responsibilities of 
both?
8.Who is my contact in HR and how do I make sure I'm getting all the information 
that's important to me and my work?
9.What growth and training opportunities does my company offer?
10.Which techniques and tools are available to make my work more effective?
11.What big company events or initiatives should I know about or be participating?



Case Study # 1 
»International University has an HR director, who has worked for the 

institution a number of years and has gradually moved up to his 
current position as director. He has become focused on his own 
projects and side business, and is taking advantage of his role in 
the institution to gain benefits for himself personally. He is well 
known to the surrounding community, and when community 
members come to the University to discuss potential business 
dealings such as sale of property and vehicles, he takes them aside 
to negotiate personally on behalf of his own business rather than 
administration. As a result, he is the largest landowner in the 
community. The situation came to light as the University tried to 
purchase adjacent land to build a new dormitory.



Case Study # 2 
»International Hospital has a department head who has a history of 

incompetence in their job in spite of training and counseling, and a 
failure to cooperate as part of the team. The CEO fired the 
individual. Shortly thereafter, the president of the union called the 
CEO and asked that the person be hired back. The individual was 
rehired and given additional training and counseling. However, the 
department head’s attitude and performance has not changed.



Case Study # 3
Employee Handbook 
Scheer Memorial Hospital, Nepal
Dr. Hector Gayares

» Why did SMAH create a new employee handbook?
» What was the process to create it?
» What has been the feedback of employees and management as it is rolled out?
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